Robert Morris University Illinois is grateful to have contributions from alumni and friends who believe in the mission of the university and support those beliefs with their financial investment.

1913 SOCIETY
Robert Morris University Illinois recognizes this premier group of individuals and organizations that have given lifetime cumulative gifts totaling $10,000 or more. Members provide fundamental support to RMU’s mission of providing a professional, career-focused education in a collegiate setting to diverse communities.

Aileen S. Andrew Scholarship Foundation
Anvan Midwest Realty Management Co.
AVOCA Vending
Randall Becker+
Deborah Brodzinski ’01+
Al Bruehl+
Marcia & Dr. Gerald Burke+
Nicole Cafillio+
CJ Drilling
Lisa Contreras ’86
Thomas* & Nancy Donohoe+
Dr. Scholl Foundation
EAL Green
Fred B. Snite Foundation
Marie Giacomelli+
Gorter Family Foundation
Angela Jordan+
Mablene Krueger ’77+
Stella Mach ’02, ’08+
McClintock & Associates
Monticello College Foundation
Purdum Gray Ingledue Beck, Inc.
David Pyle+
Lois Sachs+
Joe & Sarah Takash+
Michael & Kathleen Viollt+
Walter Family Foundation

President’s Society
The President’s Society recognizes alumni and friends who make annual leadership gifts of $1,000 or more to any area of Robert Morris University Illinois during a fiscal year (July 1-June 30).

$1,000,000+
Anonymous

$300,000+
Walter Family Foundation

$50,000-$99,999
CJ Drilling

Donor Listings
Donor listings have been compiled by the staff of the Office of Advancement. If your name does not reflect your preferred listing, has been misspelled, or has inadvertently been omitted, please accept our apologies and contact us so we may correct the error.

An asterisk (*) indicates that the donor is deceased.
A plus (+) indicates an RMU Sustainer. An RMU Sustainer is any individual that makes an ongoing monthly, quarterly, or annual gift (for at least three consecutive fiscal years) to The RMU Fund. The ongoing gift ensures that no matter how much else is changing in your life, your commitment to RMU is steadfast.

$25,000-$49,999
Aileen S. Andrew Scholarship Foundation

$10,000 - $24,999
Anvan Midwest Realty Management Co.
Deborah Brodzinski ’01+
EAL Green
Fred B. Snite Foundation
Gorter Family Foundation
Mable Krueger ’77+
Monticello College Foundation
Purdum Gray Ingledue Beck, Inc.

$5,000-$9,999
Randall Becker+
Dr. Scholl Foundation
Lois Sachs+

$1,000-$4,999
Kayed Akkawi+
Al Bruehl+
Marcia & Dr. Gerald Burke+
Calvary Church
Claudia & Marc Freed
Modesto Gasca ’16
Marie Giacomelli+
Nick ’10, ’14 & Meagan ’06 ’12 Jarmuz+
Dave Knutsen+
Shelley LaMantia+
MassVR, LLC
M&Ms Limousine and Bus Service
McClintock & Associates
Gregory K. & Debra Morris+
OFM, LLC
Pamela & Kevin Paradis+
Pro-Care Lawn Services, Inc.
David Pyle+
Leo & Martha Sheridan
Nicholas B. Spallina’16
Springfield Rotary Foundation
Joe & Sarah Takash+
Janet & Paul Van Zuiden+
EAGLE FRIENDS

Eagle Friends represents alumni and friends who make annual gifts up to $999 to any area of Robert Morris University Illinois during a fiscal year (July 1- June 30).

$500-$999
Mette Baran+
Jason Becker
Ann Bresingham+
Daniel Chumbley
Connelly Electric
Tom Crocker
Nancy Donohoe ‘12+
Daniel Dwyer
Hussars United
The Honorable Richard Irvin
Angela Jordan+
Stella Mach ‘02, ‘08+
Zane McCallum
Steve Mendelson+
Newmark & Company Real Estate Inc.
Larry Nieman+
Nino Randazzo ’85 ’08+
Kendra Showalter
Dr. Catherine Stark+
Kathleen Subhajda ’10+
Alan Szafrenski
Nicholas Young

$100-$499
Ashley Alexander ’10, ’13
Antares Institute of Integrative Health LLC
Dr. Shashank & Seema Atre+
AVCOA Vending
Thomas R. Bednarck ’98
Eric Bennett+
Frank Bernabei
Nicole Cafillo+
Michelle Casini+
Chicago Communications, LLC
Coalfire, Inc.
James Coughlin+
Tom Czop+
Darteam, Inc.
Darrell & Velecia Divinity ’12+
Dr. Eddie Dixon+
Sue & Mark Dutler
Entrust Realty Advisors LLC
John A. Foley+
Leonard M. Franks
Freestyle Apparel
Jonathan Gargul
Gateway Foundation
Barry E. Goodman
Sandy Grice+
H5G BRANDS
Michael Harden ’00+
Mary Beth Hedmark+
Sally Howard
Liza Javier+
Richard Jeffer+
Steve Jeffer+
Michael Stelzer Jocks+
JT Cosetello’s Pizza & Sub
Anne Kimball+
Peter Stern+
Lansing Sport Shop
Caroline Lewis ’11+
Kayla Linsner ’18+
Joyce Mantels+
Charles & Roslyn Martin
Mirta Martinez ’02, ’09+
Irina Martinez ’94+
Joel Matter
John Q. McKinnon
Ana Mendez+
Lauren Miller+
Halina Miro’s ’00+
Shanoya Mitchell ’12
Elaine Miyamoto ’11
Loretta Murphy ’01, ’12+
Greg & Susan Nevitt
Sharon Redwell+
Don Rey+
Carrie Roath Ernst ’12+
Blase Romence+
Mary P. Russell+
Mohammed Salam+
John Santos+
Robb Schwartz
Shoreland Optical CO #27 Inc.
Sir Speedy
Amy Siver
Alexandria Smith
Carolyn B. Smith
Karen Sonderby+
State Farm
Latecia T. Tate+
The University of Chicago
Ronald Thompson
Tony Tourville ’12+
Jennifer Umbach ’12+
Cindy Velasco ’98+
Mary Wienceh ’02
Preston Wolin, MD
Keith & Donna Wrobel+
Thomas B. Wuestenfeld
Molly Zahorik+
Rita A. Zinn+
Zinn Construction, LLC
Ken Zollinger

$0-$99
Kyle Allen
Julian Arevalo
John Anderson
Gina Baker
Joseph Barda+
Andy Berger ’00+
Judith Brenkman
Anthony Byrd+
Cynthia Byrd+
Angelina Caldwell+
Angelica Castaneda
Jennifer Chase
Alondra Chavarria
Carolyn Conglis ’12+
Lisa Contreras ’86
Reginald Daggett ’11,’14
Amy Dolhay
Gregory & Kelly Down
Su & Jim Erickson+
Kevin Freeman ’14
G. William Friesner
Paul Gaszak
Jean Gehrke
Sylvia Giacomuzzi
Katelyn Girod
GradMail
John Graham
Angela A. Hamann
Duane Heise
Richard & Kathy Helper
Cora Herek
Vikki A. Hibberd
Brad Hindsley ’08+
Paul Huerta+
Franklin Jackson ’05, ’08, ’18
Kathleen Jacobs+
Jay Jiwan+
Kenny Joyner ’09
James & Tami Lickiss
Megan Martin+
Donna J. Mayer
Colleen McCarthy
Alexa McLaughry
Latasha McGregor ’15
Mick McMahon+
Joella Meidel
Kristi Miller ’96
Michael Miranda+
Joseph Mizera
Deana Munoz+

Edgar Munoz ’12
Naresh Nohria+
Dipak Patel+
John Pechulis+
Brandon Perez
Brenda Perez
Karen R. Pittenger
Carlos Piza+
Matthew Raines ’17
Jessica Rajca
Kenny Ramos
Arlene Regnerus ’95, ’12
Josephine Ragalado Ronny Ramirez ’18
Chris Ryndak ’91
Marcela Gomez Salcedo
Evonne Scott
Jay Shahed+
Judy Showalter
Cherrmaine Smith
Ashley Stan+
Vincent Stellato ’10
Mike & Marlee Steiner
Lateef Syed+
Morgan Thompson
Monica Turner ’02
Susan & Nelson Valerio
Tania Velazquez
Kathleen S. Viollt+
George Vukotich
Marquise Wardell
Matt & Mindy Weir
Kristen Willis
Bryan Wilson
Michelle Wilson ’97, ’13
Gerard Wozek+
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